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GRACE MAGEKA ALSO KNOWN AS
DAUGHTER OF AFRICA

Why Daughter of Africa?
I call myself Daughter Of Africa this is because the whole world comes from
Africa and Africa is the Cradle of Man.
As an African citizen this reminds me that I am entitled to pay my allegiance
to Africa.
Vision:
To see an Africa in which poverty does not exist, social justice prevails and
sustainable economic growth is focused on improving human wellbeing.

Personal Mission:
To inspire, empower and educate African citizens through new media and
traditional media to be active citizens who can come up with an agenda, stand
up and speak up with their leaders to have constructive engagements, be able
to hold their leaders accountable and to drive the change that must happen in
order to realize the vision.
To connect young people and create networks that can build their
communities and countries through Intercultural cultural learning, community
service, volunteering, mentorship and capacity building to come up with
evidence based initiatives and projects that mainstream youth related matters
to specific challenges they have identified.

Everyone’s life is a book and in this book not all chapters one likes but to bare
up with these chapters although you do not like them. For me my life has
been up and down but all in all I believe this leads me to another journey of
my life.
It all takes a lot of courage to stand up and speak up about your life as a
person, coming from a humble background born in the village, breed and
grew in a village.
My parents, relatives and many people have contributed directly or indirectly
to be where I am today.
I am a Human Resource Manager by profession from the University of Nairobi
and currently working at Organization of African Youth referred to as ‘OAYouth’
as communication officer.
Organization of African Youth is a pan African youth movement that unifies,
empowers and represent young people in Africa; bringing together and
building African leaders of the 21st century.

OAYouth Kenya programs:
Youth leadership Development and Governance
Entrepreneurship and innovation programs
Promoting Environmental sustainability
Sexual Reproductive Health Rights.

As a Pan African youth advocate, mentor, peer motivator, volunteer and a social
innovator, I am doing everything in my power to transition my community and from
socioeconomic to political development by creating information exchange platforms
and experiential learning.
For me I believe the sustainability of any development effort starts from the
grassroots’ to national level and it requires a lot of ownership, involvement and
meaningful participation of people. I am specialized in areas of sustainable
development, social entrepreneurship and youth civic engagements such as citizen
participation in democratic governance, youth and women as a powerful resource
and catalyst for change in the advancement in Africa’s leadership. My interests are
youth and women leadership, peace governance, Social Entrepreneurship,
Volunteerism and sustainable development. I am very passionate about Africa’s
leadership Innovation, Rule of Law, Peace Governance and Public Policy.
I have experience working with children, youths and women, volunteerism,
leadership, communication, facilitation and management, sustainable development
and international affairs. I have an expertise in social media, Youth leadership
development and governance

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WHOLE AFRICA EXCHANGE
PROGRAMME EXPERIENCE
.
I was very much excited when I was selected for the annual Africa Exchange
programme that was held Cape Town, South Africa and one month internship
training. Every time I take a flight and travel abroad is one of my exciting
experience and a new learning opportunity that I take, reflect upon and apply
with flying unfamiliar horizon paired with changing view of the world.

Upon our arrival in Cape Town with my colleague we were well received at the
Airport by the Africa Unite staff, after a long flight.

At Africa Unite I met amazing people from the director, staff, interns and peer
educators who we worked together to make the Africa Exchange Programme a
success and one of the exchange that has offered me the best experiences of my
life and enriched my professional development and personal growth; the
programme has helped me to grow, change my way of thinking and develop
positive attitude towards building relationships and friendships with people from
different backgrounds.

It was so enriching and inspiring because I was able to realize my dreams and
the greatness in me, to build up my personality and to be aware of the things I
do. I got to know myself in a level I couldn’t possibly have imagined before and
got amazing skills.
To be more appreciative in everything from family to the way things are
organized in my home supermarket.
The experience I got is not comparable to anything else, therefore I have
learned a lot from the Africa exchange programme that will probably decide
the way; I will be for the rest of my life.

LIFE LESSONS
You learn how to explore the things around me.
Staying here in Cape Town, I got to know a new culture of local people, even speak
local language and actually live it. It was truly a unique experience that cannot be
compared to anything else. This is because I got to know South African’s culture
that is completely different from my own
I tried to understand the local culture, where I got to learn to accept people from
different cultures, adapt to a different environment and be more independent and
not afraid to get outside of my comfort zone, ready to learn, adapt and survive.
Order some food and observe the people around me.

I visited a lot of touristic and popular sightseeing attractions spots such as
parliament of South Africa Victoria and Alfred waterfront, Slave lodge, signal
hill, Table Mountain, Table mountain National park, Cape point, Cape of Good
Hope, Atlantic and Indian Ocean beaches such as campus Bay and
Muizenberg and made thousands of photos from monuments and beautiful
gothic buildings.

CHALLENGES
For me some challenges were cross cutting such as lack of proper housing
and homeless, Youth unemployment, Women violation of their rights,
inequality, poverty and climate change

•You master in making international friends
From the first day I came for the Weekend Human Rights Training I met an amazing new friends
from University of Connecticut from the United States of America and to me the best friends is
something that I have ever had before.
Certainly, the time we spend alone impacts my criteria for friendships. The new friends I made
whilst living in Cape Town, South Africa, well although we do not have many things in common
with my childhood friends, however, they all bring something new and valuable in my life. Very
often, I sort of a “lower” your expectations from the new people I meet, which comes as
something logical, since the priority is to have a company. The quality of such company often
goes out of the priorities’ list.

To explain this better: my needs and wishes have changed, so it is not anymore that I
expect to meet people similar to my friends in my home-country.
Instead, I choose to spend more time with outgoing people, who to me were a great
company for travelling around, hitch-hiking, partying or shopping, and for the sake of
truth, I sometimes meet people I will never have them befriended if the scene was set
in your fatherland.
Still, certain number of the instantly made friendships proves to be firm and stable
and live on after the end of my stay in Cape Town.

You learn how to enjoy while being alone
“Alone does not mean lonely” – this becomes my everyday mantra. I become an
expert in wandering around the streets in the old town, I spend my weekends
visiting randomly chosen places on the outskirts of the town, and very often i
decide to take a train, just travel to explore that part of the town.
I learnt how to get inspired by simple things, random conversation with some
stranger in the underground, exchange of few thoughts about the political
situation in the country with the supermarket teller, a smile by a playful child in a
big city mall. But most of all, I learnt to enjoy the time spend alone at home.
Not only that finally I have all the time on Earth to read books, listen music,
watch my favourite TV-shows, download new documentaries, but I also have
endless moments to think about my life, what I really want, where I see myself in
future, am I making the right steps and decisions. And those moments were
priceless and can’t be exchanged for nothing.

You find out how to indemnify your lack of physical presence with regular online
communication
Africa Exchange programme has significantly impacted in my life. Being faced
with challenges in my everyday interactions, once you are kilometres away you
figure out to whom of your friends the physical distance presents an obstacle,
and for whom this is perceived as a challenge only.
For me I realized that I should always have made my list of great friends
redefined (again, especially the ones from childhood) and to be prepared to
accept the fact that not rarely one friendship is based on habit, instead on firm
belief, love and sharing.
However, being aware that some people are just not good in maintaining
communication online, I was able to keep in touch regularly as one my distinctive
skill through Facebook, Skype, Viber and what sup increased significantly. I
shared more photos, stories and details from my life here in Cape Town, still, not
every time the people around me could understand my passion about the new
valuable things and new moments in my life. And that is perfectly fine.

You completely change your perception about distance, finances, and quality time
I was able to use money economically; I become skilled in arriving last minute at the
railway stations, travelling without maps. And remember, everything always looks so
nearer to me that it actually really is. The term ‘border’ just associates some
technical term that is used to separate two territories, however never people and
cultures.
Last but not least, working at Africa Unite it helped me grow as a person by giving
me skills to create and recognize things that bring values and people that enrich my
life. No matter how cliché it sounds, the world indeed becomes a small place to live
in and you become trained to find good people everywhere.
Through the various trainings I attended on Human Rights Training, I have started
loving the human race and appreciating the diversity. By becoming more openminded which has really boosted my skills to identify the issues in my homecountry, but also to offer and recognize alternative solutions. Not only I do see the
world with different eyes, but you also start to perceive myself in a different manner.
I have learnt how to prioritize, and where to direct my energy, namely that is the
biggest quality: by discovering my being in Cape Town, to learn how to accept myself
and how to make myself a better person.

FUTURE PLANS
Future Plans Are:
As a young woman and a defender for the vulnerable and poor people who to
me are women, youths and children, who have been branded with
socioeconomic injustices. Upon my return to my country I will do a lot of
advocacy on Human Rights and run several human rights information session
in various children homes, schools, youth centres by creating a favourable
environment for the citizens to better their lives and be empowered citizens who
are able to come up with an agenda for leaders, hold them accountable and to
always have constructive engagements with their stakeholders, leaders and
policy makers.
It was not all about working on myself and developing some general knowledge
but to learn about the world and spend quality time

RECOMMENDATIONS

